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On Focus.
•

Business development & consulting in national and
international environment

•

Internationalization of companies and company
groups

•

Financing strategies and investor access

•

Market strategies and transformations of innovative
products and services

•

Development and launch of new product brands and
repositioning of existing product brands

•

Maintenance and expansion of national and
international business networks
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Competence.
Responsability.
Leadership.
-

Roland F. Wissekerke

Christian M. Winzenried

(CSO, Co-Founder, Partner, Boardmember)

(CEO, Co-Founder, Partner, President)

Long-time experience in
international Leadership
More than 25 years in
HR Management and
Recruitment
Expert in Entrepreneurship and
HRM
More than 25 years
developing, maintaining and
support of international
Business Network

-

-

Long-time experience in
international Leadership
More than 25 years in
C-Level Management
Expert in Finance, IT,
Leadership, Marketing,
Startups and Development of
innovative products
More than 30 years developing,
maintaining and support of
international Business Network
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Bridging.
International.
Multiculture.
Networking.

Oslo

Ulaanbator

Stockholm
Moscow

Vancouver
London
NY

Berlin
Munich

Houston

New-Delhi

Naples

Shanghai
Hongkong

RAK
Caracas
Panama City

Accra

Mumbai

Manila

Lagos

Arequipa

Darwin

Cape Town
Buenos Aires
Headoffice (Zurich, Switzerland)
existing hubs with local Businesspartners
planned hubs with local Businesspartners (2020ff.)

Partnering with us means to be connected. International. With
powerful people. Creating convidence.
On such a base, doing business successfully becomes reality.
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Analyses.
Strategies.
Transformation.
Success.

Bridging
Through our own research activities - supplemented with
external due diligence - management and business analyzes are
carried out in detail to identify potential in projects and
investors. Once identified, strategies are developed and
deployed in roadmaps.
Transformation
The development team is responsible for developing projects,
partnerships and internal investments in well-functioning,
innovative companies.
Success
Through value-oriented investments and direct value creation,
the company expects significant revenues in the short and
medium term and interesting investment profits in the medium
to long term.
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Setup visions.
Create fitting.
Just do it.

Confidence

To be successful, you have to be different. Different in at least
one of these: niche, mega-trend, absolute new product, totally
sustainable, big-need for health / living / surviving …
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Project-Portfolio.
Businesspartner.
Markets.

It is of central importance for us that we can do successful
business with projects from our portfolio with the support of our
business partners.
Therefore, Janus Management AG must enter into a symbiosis
with its projects, its business partners and, ultimately, its target
markets. The more successful this is, the greater the probability
of finding suitable investors.
This is how we create WIN-WIN situations; all parties involved
(project sponsors, business partners, market participants,
investors, Janus Management AG) benefit!
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Projectportfolio.
Sustainable.
Innovative.
Mega-Trend.

Energy &
Power

Financial
Services

FMCG &
Retail

Health- &
Beautycare

Telecom &
IT

Education

Real Estate

New battery
tech., Gas
station net,
Biogas
plants

CryptoCurrencies,
Gold-Funds,
int. Bank(s)

Tea, Coffee

Wet wipes
appl. ,
Surgery
tools, Anti
tattoo

Blockchain
(CryptoATM)

Healthcare
Academy,
Butler &
Image
Consulting,
Excl.
Networking
Club

Real estate
projects in
(Austria,
Sweden,
UAE,
Germany)
Switzerland

Lifestyle &
Sports

Core
Resources

Automot.
& Mobility

Construct.
& Mining

Waste Management

Farming

Electric 3wheel Bike

Waterclean,
spring
water, Drink
water
atmosphere
changer

Electric-Jets,
Electric
Planes, new
airline

Goldmines,
Silvermines,
Coppermine
Coalmines,
Supply
Chain
Applications

Animal
Waste
(Fertilizer,
Gas), Urban
and Industry
Waste
recycling

Fish,
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Finance.
Opportunity.
Treatable.
Motivation.

Projectportfolio
Energy & Power

13%

1%

Financial Services

26%

FMCG & Retail
Health- & Beautycare
Teleco & IT
Education

18%

Real Estate
Lifestyle & Sports

0%
5%
0%
3%
0%
3%

Core Resources
Automot. & Mobility

26%
5% 0%

Construc. & Mining
Waste Mgmt
Farming

Confidence

The leverage of some of these project investments is up to 50 …
because their USP’s are either a niche, mega-trend, totally
sustainable, or a must have resp. a need for life / living / health
– or a combination of them.
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Financing.
Structures.
Models.
Investors.

Changes usually require one or even several financing needs.

Strategic decisions, which (debt) financing structures are the
most optimal for the company, must be prepared and taken.
Different financing models serve as a basis for, which structure
the implementation of the financing is best working.

Investors represent financial institutions, family offices, private
individuals, institutional enterprises, HNWI and UHNWI as well
as various financing platforms.
Depending on the desired form of financing, we support the
financing requirements through our network of financial backers.
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Contact
Map overview

Janus Management Ltd
Glatttalstrasse 501
CH-8153 Rümlang / ZH – Switzerland
P:
E:
W:

+41 41 55 222 55
info@janus.management
janus.management

your contact:
Christian M. Winzenried (CEO)
M:
E:

+41 79 332 95 44
cw@janus.management
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Disclaimer
Although the utmost care has been taken in producing this document, we cannot warrant that the information it
contains is complete, up-to-date or correct.
The contents of this document are provided solely for information purposes and should not be construed as an offer,
an invitation to make an offer or a public advertisement inviting participation in transactions involving specific financial
instruments or the take-up of specific services.
In particular, this document does not constitute investment advice and does not take any account of the personal or
future investment objectives, financial or fiscal circumstances or other special requirements of any individual investor.
Similarly, depending on the individual investor’s nationality or country of residence, legal restrictions may apply as to
transactions involving specific financial instruments or the take-up of specific services. Consequently, investors should
seek advice from their client advisor before making an investment decision or taking up financial services.
The value of and earnings generated by financial instruments can rise or fall. There is a risk that investors will not
recoup their original investment. Past performance is no reliable indication of future results. Any financial instrument
may involve the following risks (this list should not be regarded as exhaustive): issuer (creditworthiness) risk, market
risk, credit risk, liquidity risk, interest rate risk, currency risk, economic risk and political risk. More information on
these risks is given on the website of “Swiss Bankers Association - Guidelines”, available at
www.swissbanking.org/en/services/library/guidelines?set_language=en.

We cannot accept liability for any damage or losses allegedly incurred on the basis of information contained in this
document. The contents of this document are protected by copyright, and any utilisation other than private use
requires our prior consent.
© Janus Management Ltd.
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